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on the cover

Top:
The Low-Power Atmospheric

Compensation Experiment
(LACE) satellite

Computer image:
The core of a rocket plume as

observed by the Ultraviolet
Plume Instrument (UVPI) aboard
the LACE satellite is shown in
the 260- to 280-nm band. The
image was formed from
the average contribution, after
background subtraction, from
each picture element in 72
frames collected over a 3.4-s
time span. The image shown is a
32- by 32-picture element array
enhanced by smoothing
interpolation. The plume
intensity is shown in false color.
with white representing the
highest intensity. Exposure time
for each frame was 1/30 s. The
range is 450 km. The image
covers a 180- by 140-m area at
the rocket plume. The rocket is
moving toward the lower right
and has a velocity component
out of the image toward the
viewer.
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This publication describes the outstanding efforts and technical
achievements of the LACE Program from its inception in 1985
through its launch from Cape Canaveral on 14 February 1990 to its
operation in orbit. It is dedicated to the LACE team members - the
managers, specialists, and family members - who have made the
LACE Program 100% successful.
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a brief history of the
LACE Program

ince its inception in 1985.
the LACE Program has

encountered many changes. 'i

These chances were largely F
driven by the Strategic Defense
Initiative Organization's (SDIO)
desire to take aovantage of the

:•:• latest technoiogy as well as a
"need to adapt to budgetary
changes. As a result. the LACE
Program has faced many I),,,,,.,/ tI /1.

. challenges over the years.
The project began as a I

simple, spaceborne target with a
single sensor to characterize a
laser beam emitted from a
ground-based laser site. Next.
the Program was expanded to a

• few sensors to characterize the wave or pulsed emission in the launch. Each major change
laser beam and modify NASA's visible. UV. and IR bands. Also. required a reevaluation of all cl

"; Long Duration Exposure Facility SDIO began discussing tVe the concepts and decisions thn:
~'(LDEF) as a rost vehicle. With addition of an instrument to take had preceded it.

the Challenger accident and the video images of rocket plumes On 14 February 1990. the
ensuing hiatus in shuttle by their UV emission. By April LACE satellite was launched
launches. the shuttle-launched 1987, a request for proposals from Cape Canaveral. The
LDEF was no longer available to for the Ultraviolet Plume "simple. spaceborne target" has
carry the LACE target board into Instrument (UVPI) had been proved that techniques to
space. Therefore. in June 1986. sent out. Based on the re- compensate for atmospheric
it was decided that LACE would sponses. a decision was made distortion of laser beams
be a full satellite itself instead of to add the UVPI to the LACE actually work. The UVPI has
a set of sensors on a host satellite. Over the next several been successful on all four of its
satellite. By 1987. the simple. months, the launch vehicle was opportunities to make video

. spaceborne target had evolved changed from a Delta rocket. to images of the UV emission from
- into three ser)arate sensor an Atlas. to a Titan. and then rocket plumes.

"arrays with a total of 210 back to a Delta. At this point
sensors capanie of the Air Force's Relay Mirror Donald M. Hormon
characterizing ground-based Experiment (RME) satellite was Cief Sc~ent'st
laser beams with continuous added to the LACE satellite for Director of Ooerations
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a salute to the LACE Team

T his publication describes
the outstanding efforts and

technical achievements of the
LACE Program. These achieve-
ments represent the develop- Robert E. Palma, Jr.
ment and operation of state-of-
the-art systems across many
disciplines. The systems' devel-
opment and their subsequent
operation were challenges
of high order in all areas -

technical performance, cost,
and schedule.

The disciplines involved in
LACE covered nearly every
activity typically associated with until the job was done - until the As of May 1991, the LACE
defense technology. Our pro- job was right. To each of you, I Program was 100% successful.
gram employed many scientists, salute you and say a heartfelt I am deeply proud to have had
engineers, managers, quality thank you. It was a great the privilege of being your
assurance specialists, tech- pleasure and privilege to work program manager. Truly, I was
nicians, mechanics, assemblers, with you. but a reflection of the collective
program assistants, budget I also want to express my consciousness of all of you.
analysts, security specialists, gratitude and appreciation to
legal experts, contracting and many who served but didn't hold
procurement specialists, con- a "picture badge" - the family Robert E. Palma, Jr.
struction and transportation members and friends who Program Manager
operators and clerical, secre- supported our efforts. You and Chief Engineer
tarial, and management assis- made this program possible by
tant staffs. This team provided your understanding, sacrifices,
the Program with its ideas, its and concern. With your
energy, its resourcefulness, and constant support, we were able
its dedication. The team worked to overcome all obstacles.
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theSysemsEngineer ing and
Core Management Team
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"White Hats" is the name given to the LACE satellite management team by Robert Palma, Program
Manager and Chief Eigineer. The Team members, who were brought togetherfifom difflrent branches
of the Naval Center for Space Technology to design and build the satellite, were completely
responsible Jr the area assigned to them and, as a team, made the major decisions. From the left -
.. Dan Penn, Project Manager; William B. Adkins, Mechanical Interface Manager; Robert E. Palma,
"Program Manager and C"hif Engineer; Paul A. Regeon, Electrical Inteiface Manager: John P.
Schaub, Mechanical Systems and Launch Vehicle Integration Manager; and Donald M. Horan, Chief
Scientist and Director of Operations.
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developing the LACE
subsystems hardware

tT,

L m '

he original puroose of the requirements and character- systems limit sensitivity to the
P LACE satellite was to istics of specific ground-based UV and short-wavelength visible
design the sensor nrray lasers. The visible sensor arraý band. One camera has a arge,
subsystem (SAS) experiment is capable of taking 4000 field-of-view to find and lock
to measure the intensity of laser samples-per-second from each onto a target: a narrower field
emissions over the 4- by 4-m of its 85 sensors, of-view camera wrth four
target board on the LACE The UVPI was added to selectable UV filters is then
satellite. The SAS consists of the LACE satellite after the used to make video images of
three sensor arrays with 210 satellite's desian had been rocket plumes and background
sensors and a leading completed and fabrication had phenomena.
retroreflector array comprising begun. The UVPI consists of The following subsystems
252 cornercube retroreflectors. two video cameras that look and experiments are also on the
The SAS can measure laser through a 1 0-cm-diameter tele- LACE satellite
emissions in the visible. UV. or scope that in ILirn looks through electrical power subsystem,
IR bands from continuous-wave an aperture in the bottom of the telemetry and tracking
or pulsed lasers. A. of the SAS satellite. A gimballed mirror subsystem
sensors were carefuiiy allows the UVPI to see rocket radio frequency subsystem.
calibrated before iacnch and plumes within a 50 ha f-angle attitude control subsystem.
were built to match tne cone. Filters in the camera mechanism subsystem.
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* control electronics
subsystem.

* ordnance control
subsystem

* tdermal control subsystem.
* structures subsystem,
* radiation detection /11' N, II 'if 1/1�/I,

experiment, and
* Army background

experiment
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4 building the LACE satellite

B uilding the LACE satellite have to be moved at the same back to Earth for satelliteI3posed several unique time (in opposite directions) to tracking and atmospheric
challenges. One of these was keep the satellite's moment-of- distortion measurements while,

-to repeatedly extend or retract a inertia constant. These booms at the same timne. conduct SAS
150-foot boom in space and are expected to be moved 125 experiments. The retroretlector
know its position to within times during the 30-month arra\ is made up of 252
6 inches. The LACE satellite mission of the satellite. NRL cornercube retroreflectors

-. uses three of these booms. designed and built a special whose placement required
One boom keeps the sensors control system that uses a careful modeling and analysis.
pointed toward the Earth. one motor to control the extension The cornercube ret roretlectors
has the retroreflector array and retraction of the booms in had to be precisely placed to

mutdoitenand the space. permit retrorefiection from any
third is used to balance the Another challenge was to azilmjthal direction when the

2 retroreflector array boom. The design the retroreflector array satellte was at eievation angles
retroflector and balance booms used to bounce a laser beam greater than 45 from a ground

based laser site.
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1Developing the

Installin- LACE internal components

The SAS targ~et boar d takes shape



testing and calibrating

the LACE satellite

B efore the LACE satellite and the vibroacoustic chamber illuminated by the same portion
could be flown, it under- simulates the launch environ- of the laser beam to reduce the

went a variety of tests on the ment. effects of beam nonuniformity.
individual components and the The SAS created a special
system as a whole. NRL calibration challenge for the Other types of testing
maintains special facilities to LACE satellite. The sensors * electromagnetic
perform thermal-vacuum and had to be calibrated and tested interference
vibroacoustic environmental under a wide variety of con
tests. These test chambers are ditions. To test the individual electromagnetic
able to simulate the two sensors. special fixtures were • vibration tables
environments the satellite must built so that each sensor was
withstand. The tnermal-vacuum positioned and handled vacuum chambers
chamber simulates the opera- identically. This special fixturing
tional environment of space. allowed each sensor to be
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Flood beaniifin testingav of SAS 1



LACE satellite in the an~echoic chamber

?at the Patuxent River Naval Air Test Center

Pulsed&

IR

ABE
Dynamnics,

TM
Antenna . O .**

Strobe iW

- Cetre~rra ~.~ *SAS SPECIFICATIONS
(45* Half-Angle Acceptance level)

- Trigger : Number

Commnd~ Sensor of Units Measurement Range Wavelength
1 AnennaIIR 40 lxi Quto 5X1 0 Wattlslem' 3 6 to 4.2V

*Chopped 85 1 X1 0 to 1tX102Wattslcm ;0.4 to 1.06V

Pulsed 185 2Xl04to3Xl0uJoulesicm2 ý03tol,061

4,

Details of the sensor array subsys~tenm
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Load testing' on the LACE K 4

qualification model

Vbi-oacoustic testing'

t½ <
tt&I~71:

LACE sic/e view, showiin g ietOoreflec toi

array and( hodj mounted solai paiels
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LACE satellite ground support

B ecause real-time SAS data Virginia. NRL designed and UVPI experiments. The
are required at a ground- built two transportable ground satellite-borne UVPI has to

based laser site during each stations (TGSs) for this purpose. acquire the rocket and take
test. movable mission support The TGSs allow the images during the rocket-burn
centers are required to provide experimenters to review the phase that lasts only 1 to
real-time spacecraft control. to data and assess the progress of 2 minutes.

receive experimental data from the experiments in real time. Ground Station Locations
the satellite, and to serve as This timeliness is critical
data and voice links between because of a 2-minute time Hawai
the experimenter's facilities and frame that exists to conduct the CMaryland
the LACE Operations Control experiment. Timing and FCaliornia
Facility located in Alexandria. timeliness are also critical in Florida

14



Assemnbly of the tran spor table ground station
at Malabar, Florida

The transportable ground station

at NRL' Mayadfcl
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launch vehicle integration

"Ih, I \( W/ "/' wm/ 6-iH i/il l /• / h/'i

T he LACE satellite was the LACE satellite's systems satellite to be monitored durinc
shipped to Florida and before they were integrated with launch and to be released into

prepared for integration as a the RME satellite. Because the orbit at the proper time. Once
combined payload with the Air LACE satellite was mounted on the two satellites were con-
Force's Relay Mirror Experi- top of the RME satellite, special nected. the payload was ready
ment (RME) in January 1990. electrical and mechanical inter- to be placed on top of the Delta
Preparation for launch reouired faces were desioned. These launch vehicle.
another complete checkout of interfaces allowed the LACE

4 10



E: The Navy's Ready...the~ LAEready
teAE-RME ensemble isred

to be mounted on the Delta rocket

I,,V

The LACE satellite is lowered

SAS target board with sensors installed
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the launch
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0O n14 Feoruary 1990. the was separated from the Delta was ready *o begcm S 30-month
LACE-RME ensemble was launch vehicle at its assigned mission. T!-e missmo, is return

launched atoc a Delta rocket orbit of 295 nautical miles and no extreme y vaiuabe scientific

from Complex 17. Pad B. at began to deploy the LACE Oata to reseorciers on, the

Cape Canaveral. Florida. At sensor arrays. solar panels, around
approximately 15 minutes into and booms . After 60 days ot
the mission Mne LACE satellite on orbl* checkout. the satellite



The rocker pulils away
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F the mission
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T he UVPis mission is to The SAS's mission is to ting for the distortion caused by

obtain images of UV plume measure the distributed intensity the passage of a laser beam

emissions from launch vehicles of laser radiation that is aimed through the atmosphere. The

and to measure the UV back- at the spacecraft from various sensors also givu measure-

ground emissions as seen from ground stations. These sensors ments of the absolute power
orbit. UVPI has obseved four determine the effectiveness of received at the spacecraft.
launches in four oppo-lunities. various methods of compensa-



(a) Uncompensated

These three-dimensional displays represent the response of

85 sensors of the LACE satellite's SAS. Each line intersection
represents a sensor: (a) The unifbrm, low-density laser-beam
footprint distributed over the 4- by 4-meter target is caused

-y uncompensated distortion received during passage (b) Compensated

through the atmosphere; (b) The tightly
concentrated peaked laser beam jbotprint on the
SAS target results from applying atmospheric
compensation by MIT/Lincoln Laboratory's
Short Wavelength Adaptive Techniques
(SWAT) Group. These tests oni 7
30 November 1990 clearly

demonstrated that compensation
for atmospherically induced
distortion on a ground-based
laser beam could be

peiformed.

This UVPI image shows the New York City area at night. The image was taken by the
tracker camera with a 240- to 450-nm bandpass filter. Since wavelengths shorter than

320 nm are blocked by the ozone layer in the Earth's atmosphere, most of the emission
forming this image is between 320 and 450 nm in wavelength.
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The mosaic shows the
soittheri aurora
aurora acustralis ini
the bacndpass of'the
UVPI tracker camera at
240 to 450 om. The
mosaic is made up of
manv itnages. The
simnsoidal pattern
Withiml the mnosaic

shows the path traced
by the smallfield-of-

view of the UMPI's
plume camera.

These composite imamges show, emissions from an Orbus solid-feled
rocket plume. Images (a) through (c) show the third stage of the
Starbird development laiich from Florida on 18 December 1990.
The third stage was a solid-ifeled Orb/s rocket motor that liroclnced
7000 lb of'thrust. Imagqe (d), also a so/idc-fieled Orbus rocket, is from
the fourth stage oft/e launch. The images were made from data
obtained while the Orbus was between 55 and 76 k1m in altitude.
Emission is shown in the namiometer band indicated.

(a) 300- to 320-nm band

(b) 220- to 260-nm bacnd (c) 250- to 345-nmi band (d) 260- to-280 nim band
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TheC UVPI image shows

emission in the 250 to

345 nim band from a
solid-foe/ed Antares
rocket, which was the

secontd stag'-e (?tthe
STRYPI, lauinched fr-om
Kauai, Hawaii, on
18 February 1991. The
Antares produces
20,000 lb of thrust. This

iniage was made whien
the Antares wt as at an

altitude of approxvimate/v

110 kM aiwi traveling- at
near/v 2 km/ls.

The pseudo three-clniensional girid audiclContour lines di splay the inte nsity dis~tribution and linlear

extent oftt/i rocket plumie in the 250- to 345 uni band, as seen by the UVPI. The rocket plume is from a

solidl-tireld Minute Man I, whicihr was the thirdc stal,, of thc Low Cost Launch Vehicle (LCLV) launched
on 6 Februiary) 1991 fi-om Wa//op s Island, Viil ~inia.
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Objectives Plume Camera
*UV Imaging of plumes from solid and l iquid fueled -30Microradian Resolution
rockets -Intensified Charge Coupled Device Tech nol ogy
-Cooperative launches *Cesium Telluride Photocathode

- Targets of opportunity

-UV background and clutter measurements. Tracking Cam era
- Auroral activity23McoainRsltn
- Mid-lutitudeatmospheric phenomena *n f 23 crrdiu ChrgesCoulution c Tcholg
- Earth limb effects B neifiedl Chocargehoupedevcehnlg
-Noctilucent clouds*Bilalhocaod

LACE~~~Plm Ularaiole PResponsent(UPI
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The LACE and UVPI were built and are
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Strategic Defense Initiative Organization


